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ATTRACTIONS.
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H.
«, P, 7 each zero.    The two latter alternatives require that all the m's should not have the same sign.    Hence if evert/ particle of the body be attractive, the potential cannot be constant throughout any 4 cavity unless the law of attraction is the inverse square, (Art. W)). /f>
140.    Assuming that a body attracts all pointH in external space as if the whole mass were collected into its centre of gravity, prove that (1) the mitre of gravity is inside the external boundary, (2) the external boundary is a single closed surface.
If the centre of gravity 0 were in the same external space as the attracted point P, we could surround it by a small sphere, centre O, radius e, which does not enclose any particle of the attracting mass. The flux across this sphere in therefore zero, Art. 106. But since the force on P tends always to 0, the llux is also -ivM. These results contradict each other unless the whole mass is equal to zero.
Again, if the attracting system consist of two separate portions, the centre of gravity 0 must lie inside one of them. Enclosing the other portion in a sphere, the flux across the surface is 4irM\ if J/' be the mass of thin portion. But sinee o lu»« outside the sphere, it is also zero. These results cannot cnexint unless the mass of that portion is zero.
141.    A body I? is such that the resultant attraction between it and a given body A is a force which always passes through the centre of gravity <> of //, in whatever position A is placed.   Prove that the resultant attraction between It and every body is a force which passes through the centre of gravity of //.
Let the body A be turned about a fixed point P Hufliciently distant from /», that the body A in its motion never meets the fixed body /.. In all these f»«t ifiunn the resultant attraction of A on B is a force which passes through the centre of gravity of B. Hence if every particle of the mass of A be uniformly distributed uver the surface of the sphere which that particle describes in its motion*, the re*ult:mt attraction of the mass thus obtained is also a force which pasm*.* through the centre of gravity of B. The mass thus obtained is a spherical .shell whose resultant attraction at any point of B is the same as if it were collected at the centre /». The re ,nlt:mt action between the body B and a particle placed at /' is a force which pan »•;<• both through P and the centre of gravity of 7>. The body /» i< therefore cetitrobaric for all points P beyond a certain distance and therefore fur all points .if ;<piuv whieh e.-m " be reached from P without passing over any of the attracting ma,;-.-«, Art. rj'.i.
Attraction  of a thin ,vf/v;//////.
*     /142.    A theorem due to Green*.    Let: a thin hi'f<To^rn«*ons stratum of attracting matter be placed on a sin-tan- which ha- no
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* The theorem X' — X = 4tirm is of ^reat importance in the theory of uttntei The principle of the demonstration given in Art. 142 was n ;<•<! f«»r a :-.phriie:il : by Lagrange in 1759 and was afterwards applied by Coulomb to the e;i>e of a electrical film of any form (P«n« Memoir?^ 17KS). 1'oisnm j.»ive:< a tfi-nei;ili/.;i of the theorem to any film (Mem. d<'....Vln*titntt LSll, r,'•*««///....v///»v tlrx '/'/•/,</» 1829, p. 375). Cauchy deduces the name result for any film from the §/< T formulae of attractions (Kull<'thi...Soc. Philomathiqut', 1H1;1, p. "».'<}. The tin-ore commonly called Green's theorem (Masai/...on Electricit// <tml Mntiin'ti^m, lvj-»j. was afterwards re-discovered by Gauss, 1840. A proof oil the same general piini as that in Art. 142 was given by Kelvin in 1K41J, see the reprint of IUM paper Electrostatics and Magnetism, 1842, and Thomson ami Tait, Art. 47H.
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